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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 

Our Field of Dreams 
 
While walking through his cornfield, Ray Kinsella 

(Kevin Costner) hears a voice whisper, “If you 

build it, they will come…”. 

 

Attendance at our regular Club meetings is up 

15% over last year in spite of the membership 

cap.  In addition the executive team has sensed a 

new buzz in the room and has received lots of 

positive feedback from members.  

  

So what‟s happening? 

 

The traditional camera club meetings emphasized 

entertainment, show-n-tell and some learning.  

Over the past few years we‟ve inverted this.  Let‟s 

take a look at some specifics. 

 

In our recent meeting dedicated to, „What do 

Judges Look For?‟, everyone got to walk in the 

shoes of GTCCC judges.  We experienced first 

hand the image judging process and I bet 

everyone tried to second-guess the judges‟ 

scores.  We saw the judges‟ gut reactions to an 

image and how their internal evaluation 

generated the score.  And the meeting culminated 

in the live judging session by our members to 

select our best three entries for the Vistek 

Competition.  

 

Next, if we look at the meeting called, „Spotlight 

on Talented Women‟, four very accomplished 

members let us into their world of photography.  

We once again walked in someone else‟s shoes 

where we could identify with the maker‟s 

perspective in creating the image.  We recognized 

familiar locations, silently acknowledged effective 

composition techniques, „oohed’ and „aahed’ at 

special lighting situations and marvelled at 

wonderful people shots.  In fact, we were like a 

little bird on their shoulder as we experienced the 

presenter‟s views.  As we wrapped up the evening 

Jerry Soltys threw out a challenge for everyone, 

“We should have more members sharing their 

work so that we all get to know everyone better.” 

 

Competition evenings bring out the best in 

everyone.  Internally we wonder if our 

submissions will make it on the radar of the 

judges.  So we sit patiently through the various 

presentations for each category.  We listen 

critically to the judges‟ comments, formulate our 

own opinion of each image, and wait and wait for 

our images to come on the screen.  The 

anonymity in the darkened room gives us comfort 

that no one will be too critical of our entries.  

When your image wins recognition, it‟s a unique 

thrill that‟s hard to beat.  Competition brings out 

the best in photography, and the wonderful 

satisfaction of hearing positive feedback from 

your peers. 

  

Outings and field trips are back on track. We have 

launched a new „meet up‟ format to make it easy 

to participate and draw on members‟ input for 

outing destinations or events.  Outings introduce 

you to new friends and new destinations such as: 

The Zombie Walk, Nuit Blanche, a trip to the 

Amish community and the Bird Kingdom in 

Niagara Falls.  The sign up process will evolve 

further when the new version of the Club web site 

is launched.  

 

Workshops and Seminars are a resounding 

success.  You can sign up for sessions to iron out 

your frustrations and to solve overwhelming 

challenges through the new insights and in-depth 

learning.  Whether it is composition techniques, 

Photoshop, HDR, Lightroom or just making money 

with your photography, the syllabus for our 

workshops is comprehensive.  Just remember, the 

sign-up sheets are waiting for you.  

 

So when I reflect on the range of activities 

delivered by our members, the diversity of their 

contributions and the social interaction of the 

members, I think the answer to the question is 

obvious… “If you build it, they will come”. 

 

 

Marcus Miller 
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Cover Image 
Sunrise Fog at Baillie Farm by Wendy Baillie 

 
This photo was taken with a Nikon D200 camera 

in mid-September at 6:10 a.m. The 

f-stop was 4.8 with ISO of 200. The distance focal 

was 60 mm with no flash and tripod. Metering 

was pattern. A UV filter only. Photoshop 

enhancements were a slight crop to the skyline 

and one time sharpness at the final sizing stage. 

The photo was taken in jpeg and raw at the time. 

This is the jpeg version.  

 

The location is my husband and mine newly (two weeks old) purchased 100 acre farm in Fenella, 

Ontario which is very close to Roseneath and Rice Lake. The view is from standing within the top 10 

acres looking into the back middle of the property. The foreground tree line is still on our property with 

the background tree line belonging to First Nations and getting closer to Rice Lake. We have highlands 

and lowlands within the 100 acres so the fog was just starting to roll across the lowlands in a belt like 

fashion from the west. In the east the sun was trying to break out but was weak. I knew I only had a 

small window of opportunity to capture the essence of this day awakening upon the farm. I wished I 

had my tripod and filters with me but I left a very warm bed, grabbed my camera from the kitchen and 

crept out of the century old farmhouse and I knew I only had enough courage to photo the open fields 

this morning.  

 

My thought process while taking this photo was that the finished photo would look great printed large 

on textured paper in b&w, leaving only the tree line in colour. The inner conversation went: “I think 

you do that in Photoshop Layers? Why, oh why can‟t I retain anything from the „Photoshop Layers‟ 

workshop that Jim held last year at the club. Boy, I sure am hopeless with photography editing 

programs. Well, I will just stay out here and enjoy Mother Nature and take photos. By 7:00 a.m. the 

fog was so thick I couldn‟t even see 20 ft. in front of me. I knew it was time to find that warm bed 

again and know that once again I will attend Jim‟s “layers” workshop this year. 

 

RAW vs JPEG?? 
Robbie Robinson 

 
This advice is intended for shooters who are relatively new to taking photography seriously. Very 

experienced shooters already have their own set of beliefs. 

 

My belief is that the following factors contribute to the excellence of the images you take, on a priority 

scale of 1 to 10: 

 

#1. Your ability to see what will constitute an excellent photographic image. 

 

#2. Your knowledge of how to use your camera to its full extent to capture the image you want. (Note: 

Even pocket cameras are now capable of taking pictures that will win some prizes in camera club 

competitions.) 

 

#8.(?) The taking of RAW images. 

 

In other words, don‟t rely heavily on RAW to give you images that will wow viewers. 

 

Use RAW if: 
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1. You are taking photos for sale and expect to have to process and maintain a large quantity of very 

high quality photos. 

 

2. You routinely do very creative alterations to your photos in Photoshop. 

 

3. You are looking for the highest quality images your camera can provide (assuming your camera is 

capable of producing extremely high quality images.) 

 

Don‟t Bother with RAW if: 

1. You don‟t make heavy use of Photoshop (or equivalent high-end editors) to alter your photos. 

Photoshop Elements can easily handle any changes you are likely to make. (Note: You can process jpg 

images as RAW in Photoshop Elements if you like to use the RAW set of adjustments including White 

Balance changes.) 

 

2. You only take photos casually and do not want or need a well-thought-out image management 

system. It is likely that most of your prints are 4x6 and that you routinely send out or receive photos 

by e-mail. 

 

3. You feel that you still have a good distance to go before your photos can compete at a high level in 

the camera club, and a number of the photos you take are likely to be learning experiences rather than 

works of art. 

 

No matter which file system you use: 

1. Don‟t alter the original image. Make any changes, even just a little cropping, to a copy of the original 

or through an editing system that protects the original. 

 

2. Back up at least the photos you like. You can use a flash drive (i.e. a USB plug-in) which will hold 

200-800 photos on a 4 GB drive, about the same number as a DVD disc, or a CD disc which will hold 

20-80 photos, or an external hard drive. Don‟t count on a backup that uses the same internal drive as 

your programs and other computer files. 

 

If you do decide to use JPEG only or JPEG most of the time: 

1. Don‟t worry about any degradation of the JPEG image that can occur through repeated savings. This 

is likely to be so minor you will never see it. 

 

2. Load the files from your camera into a folder or folders labelled “original”. Copy them over to 

another set of folders labelled “edited,” or use some other similar system to help you keep your resolve 

not to alter an original. 

 

If you don‟t agree with most of the above: 

Many cameras now let you take a photo in both RAW and JPEG formats. If you do this, keep track of 

many times you really need the RAW image. 

 

A Final Note from Me: 

 

I wouldn‟t buy an expensive camera now that didn‟t have RAW capability -- even if I don‟t use it much. 

 

 

Argue with me!   To keep the series going, suggest topics you want to see 

explored! 
mailto: robmiss@sympatico.ca 

  

mailto:mailto:%20robmiss@sympatico.ca
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THE BEST OF OUR BEST 
Each year the Club awards 8 trophies to members who have distinguished themselves by being the 

best in either their class or in one of the 5 competition categories.  In this feature we profile two  

trophy winners in the 2008-2009 season. 

 

Pictorial Best in Class: Bob Mongrain 
KLIK:  What was the first camera you ever used? What equipment do you use now? 

Bob: When I was young and dinosaurs could still be seen walking around, I used an Argus Cosina. The 

great feature about this camera, besides being an SLR, was that it had a built in light meter so I could 

adjust the exposure until the needle was in the middle and have a good chance of getting the right 

exposure. I used „point and shoots‟ for many years but noticed that the pictures were often not in 

sharp focus or not well exposed. I then had a Nikon SLR which I liked and fixed these problems. When 

digital SLRs were prohibitively expensive, I bought a Sony digital „point and shoot‟. I really liked being 

able to immediately have a good idea how the picture was going to turn out. The year I decided to buy 

a digital SLR, after much research, I bought my current Canon Rebel XTi. 

KLIK: Has digital photography made you a more creative photographer or do you miss the 

good old days of film? How important is the ‘digital darkroom’ in preparing your final image?  

Bob: Digital photography has really helped me. The immediate feedback is great. I can keep taking and 

retaking the picture until I see something I like in the LCD display and watch the histogram to make 

sure the exposure is ok. I also like viewing the picture on my computer screen when I get home and 

being able to rethink the picture and recrop it and correct many mistakes like not holding my camera 

level. This has speeded up my learning curve. I also feel a lot freer to do a lot of experiments as there 

is no cost to taking lots of extra pictures. 

 

KLIK: Since when have you been a member of the MCC? How has the Club helped you 

develop your skills and techniques as well as passion for photography? 

Bob: I am enjoying my fourth year of full MCC membership. I attended many meetings the year before 

as a guest. Before joining the club, I thought I had taken a good picture if the subject was in the 

middle, the exposure was good and it was in focus. I have now learned that this is not necessarily so. I 

probably liked my pictures because they brought back the memories of the places I had been to but 

this did not necessarily communicate the emotion of the experience to another person. Talking to the 

more knowledgeable and experienced people in the club, attending the workshops and competions as 

well as attending the judging sessions has helped me greatly. I have also gone on many club activities 

and enjoyed photographing many things I would not have otherwise done. Photographing new things 

also makes me want to learn more about them and then go back and take better photographs. I think I 

am getting somewhere because my daughter uses some of my better pictures as wallpaper on her 

laptop. Those of you who have or have had teenagers will know that this is quite an accomplishment! 

 

KLIK: What is your preferred area of work?  Why?  

Bob: I really enjoy travel photography. I have always wanted to travel and see the world. When I was 

very young, long before the internet, I would order travel brochures from all the airlines of far away 

places. Now I am slowly getting around to visiting many of these places. I also enjoy night 

photography. 

 

KLIK: Do you have a favourite location for outdoor work? Why and how often do you go 

there? Tell us about a memorable trip you made. 

Bob: Currently I have been enjoying photographing many of the parks in Mississauga. You may see me 

bicycling to them with my camera bag around my waist and tripod slung on my back. It‟s a great way 

to get a little exercise as well as enjoy local photography. 

 

KLIK: What advice would you give to a member of the club who aspires to take pictures 

similar to yours?  
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Bob: I would advise a new club member to attend the workshops and club activities, read lots about 

photography and also watch what the advanced members of the club are doing on these activities. Rob 

Kennedy, a member of our club has great workshops. 

 

 

 
 

 

Vertigo: My winning photograph from last year, was taken from a window in the Jinmao tower in 

Shanghai. I had taken many photographs of the night time cityscape looking out. When I wandered 

around, I noticed a window looking down to the inside of the building. I used my mini tripod and cable 

release to minimize shaking and get as sharp as possible picture.  

 It was taken through a protective window with hundreds of curious tourists pushing and shoving all 

around me. I wrapped my arm around the lens to eliminate as many reflections as I could. A bit of 

exposure correction, a bit of saturation added and some cloning to get rid of a few reflections and hot 

spots was done in Photoshop. When I was preparing the picture for the competition, and was thinking 

what to name it, I stared at the picture and thought of the first word to come to mind. It was Vertigo. 

 

EXIF: f8; 4sec; 100ISO; Camera: Canon EOS XTi; Lens: 16mm 
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The „Wall painting’ was taken hand held in London with my Sony „point and shoot‟ and submitted in 

my first year with the club. I set the lens as wide as possible to exaggerate the perspective. When I 

was preparing it for the competition, I realized the picture would be more interesting if viewed 

sideways so the painting would be seen first. I renamed it „Wall painting‟ to try and direct the viewer to 

seeing the paintings first and then later notice the legs and realize it was a sidewalk painting.  

 

EXIF: f8; 1/40sec; 100 ISO; Aperture priority Camera: Sony CD Mavica; Lens: 7mm  
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 Beach Reflections was taken in the Algarve in the south of Portugal.  I took this in my first year at 

the club. I was just learning that simplicity was a good idea in a photograph. I noticed that if I timed 

the waves just right, there was a great reflection of the colourful rocks.  

 

EXIF: f8; 1/1000; 400ISO Camera: Canon EOS DIGITAL REBEL XTi; Lens: 18mm 
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Digital Advanced Overall: Raymond Hsu 
KLIK:  What was the first camera you ever used? What equipment do you use now? 

Raymond: My first serious camera was a Canon A1 with a 50MM 1.4 lens. I currently shoot with a 

Nikon and Nikon/Sigma lens. 

 

KLIK: Has digital photography made you a more creative photographer or do you miss the 

good old days of film? How important is the ‘digital darkroom’ in preparing your final image?  

Raymond: Somewhat - once in while it's fun to create something artistic with Photoshop. As for my 

final digital images - mainly to adjust contrast, cropping and resizing. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Black Capped Chickadee: Shot around 

Hamilton during the Fall that's how you get the 

interesting background colour. 

EXIF: ISO 200, f/2.8, 1/500 sec  

Camera: Nikon D200 Lens: 400mm 
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 KLIK: Since when have you been a member of the MCC? How has the Club helped you 

develop your skills and techniques as well as passion for photography? 

Raymond: I joined the club in 1997 and have learnt from the more experienced members of the club. 

 

KLIK: What is your preferred area of work?  Why?  

Raymond: People in the studio - I can control the lighting, as well as shooting year round. Birds and 

landscape - travelling as well as photographing at the same time. 

 

 

 

 
  

Dana: She's an actress and wanted some new images 

for her portfolio. Saw this image on a fashion magazine 

and we recreated this image in my home studio. 

 

EXIF: ISO 200, f/11, 1/250 sec.  

Camera: Nikon D700, Lens:70mm 
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KLIK: Do you have a favourite location for outdoor work? Why and how often do you go 

there? Tell us about a memorable trip you made. 

Raymond: Florida - once a year - beside the warm weather it's the variety of species of birds. My first 

trip with members of the camera club to Utah & Arizona in 1998 - beside the beautiful landscapes some 

of the trails that we took were pretty scary. 

KLIK: What advice would you give to a member of the club who aspires to take pictures 

similar to yours?  

Raymond: Invest in quality equipment - i.e lens/camera, attend workshop/outings, ask questions and 

keep shooting.   
 

 

 

  

The Sunset was taken earlier this year 

at the Viera Wetland in Florida. 

 

EXIF: ISO 800, f/11, 1/320 sec.  

Camera: Nikon D700 Lens: 70mm 
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SHARE POINT 

Taming those Annoying Highlights: Cross-Polarization Flash Macro Photography 

Contributed by Jim Calvert with permission from the author, Wil Hershberger 

Have you ever looked at your photos with dismay, wondering where all those bright reflections came 

from? You were set up on a beautiful flower with perfect dew drops. The light was low and you wanted 

to maximize your depth of field (DOF), so you used flash. Instead of the wonderful image you had 

envisioned, your photo shows grossly overexposed highlights. You see reflections from the flash such 
as those in Figure 1. Can these highlights be controlled? 

 

The author uses the following set up to overcome this problem 

 

Read more about this technique here:  www.naturescapes.net/042004/wh0404.htm 

 
 

http://www.naturescapes.net/042004/wh0404.htm
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Bitten by the Bug! - Contributed by Pradipta Datta 

Thomas Shahan was featured in the October issue of Popular Photography with an incredible image of 

a Maevia inclemens jumping spider and also appeared on NBC‟s The Today Show. 

Read more about his work here: Flickr: Thomas Shahan (Opo Terser)'s Photostream 

Some interesting photography links - Contributed by David Penty. 

   
1) Street Photography of Vivian Maier:  

So this guy bought over 40,000 negatives and undeveloped rolls of film of the work of Vivian Maier, a 

chicago based street photographer. 

He is uploading new images constantly, YOU HAVE TO LOOK AT THEM! 
http://vivianmaier.blogspot.com/ 
Looking at this work makes me feel my own is woefully inadequate to say the least....this 

stuff is amazing. 
Discussion about the images on flickr! 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/onthestreet/discuss/72157622552378986/ 
  
2) Globe and Mail Dream Job contest: Want to be an olympic photographer? 

  
Do you have what it takes to join The Globe and Mail's editorial team in Vancouver for the 

2010 Winter Olympic Games? To capture the speed of downhill skiers, the finesse of figure 
skaters, or the emotion of Team Canada's players after another win? 

  

One photographer and one writer will have the opportunity to experience the energy and 
drama of it all while covering the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympic Games as part of The Globe 

and Mail's editorial team. 
http://journalismdream.theglobeandmail.com/default.asp 

  

3) Snopes.com Fauxtography 

A collection of images gathered from the internet, email, etc, most of which are hoax‟s and 

photoshopped images. 
http://www.snopes.com/photos/photos.asp 

  
4) Lighttest.com 

These are images taken when doing studio work, and mostly contain assistants or stand ins 

having fun.  Some neat shots here! http://light-test.com/ 
   

5) Waterfalls of New Brunswick 

 An AMAZING resource of over 100 waterfalls in the province by photographer Nicolas 
Guitard.  Grouped by county, it provides details on each falls including pictures, directions, 

and personal observations!   
http://waterfallsnewbrunswick.ca    

He has also just released a book! http://gooselane.com/book/9780864925435 

  
 6) 40 Online Photography magazines 

A huge list of online magazines dedicated to photography! 
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/17/40-amazing-online-photography-

magazines/ 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/opoterser/
http://vivianmaier.blogspot.com/
http://www.flickr.com/groups/onthestreet/discuss/72157622552378986/
http://journalismdream.theglobeandmail.com/default.asp
http://www.snopes.com/photos/photos.asp
http://light-test.com/
http://waterfallsnewbrunswick.ca/
http://gooselane.com/book/9780864925435
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/17/40-amazing-online-photography-magazines/
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/04/17/40-amazing-online-photography-magazines/
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COMPETITION RESULTS 

November 2009 
 

 
 

 

 

 

1ST DOGGY DANCE Kenneth Wan 24 1ST DOCTOR RYTHM Philippe Lapointe 23

2ND CROMER CHURCH Michael Bodimead 23 2ND CANADIAN MOOSE Omar Sheikh 23

3RD CANOEING AT DUSK AT Jack Kozlowski 22 3RD JAZZ PLAYER Frank Kuznik 22

HM NOVASCOTIACOVE Nancy McDowell 22 HM PILLARS Marcus Miller 22

HM BRIDE Michael Bodimead 21 HM BONSECOURS MARKET Marcus Miller 22

HM JUMP Michael Cutmore 21 HM RACER Robert Mongrain 22

HM SPLASH Michael Cutmore 21 HM MOTHER WATCHING OVER Omar Sheikh 22

HM DISSOLVING DIGITS Roseline Marshall 21

HM NEW LOBSTER TRAPS Roseline Marshall 21 1ST BALD EAGLE WATCHING Linda Wiesner 22

HM NEWYEARSDAY Nancy McDowell 21 2ND DRAGONFLY ON POPPY HEAD Alan Gray 22

HM ASHLEY Angela Murphy 21

HM COLOGNE CATHEDRAL Maureen Rodrigues 21 1ST DUNDAS SQUARE CROWD Robbie Robinson 24

2ND END OF A DREAM Bob Warren 21

1ST CONE FLOWER BEE Pradipta Datta 24 3RD AT DUNDURN CASTLE Bob Warren 21

2ND AUTUMN FALLS Jason Hashimoto 23

3RD BROKEN TREE Jon Clarke 20

1ST UP IN THE CLOUDS Pradipta Datta 21

1ST ANNA Hilarie McNeil-Smith 26 1ST PONTE CANAL Al Tilson 23

2ND HOLDING ON David Simmonds 24 2ND ARIZONALANDSCAPE Jerry Soltys 23

3RD SUNSET WAVE Susan Grexton 23 3RD BARRED OWL Leonie Holmes 22

HM WAI-O-TAPU THERMAL POOL Jim Calvert 23 HM FALL COLOURS ON SEGUIN Bruce Peters 22

HM LUPIN Leonie Holmes 23

HM ANCHORHEADS_DETAIL Bruce Kennedy 23 1ST UNIVERSITY AVENUE Robbie Robinson 24

HM SAW-WHET OWL Ron Manning 23 2ND NOAH'S LITTLE SISTER Hilarie McNeil-Smith 23

HM SUNRISE AT WHITE SANDS Jerry Soltys 23

HM SPITFIRE Kevin White 23

HM MORNING MIST Kay Woollam 23

1ST INDIAN PAINTBRUSH IN UTAH Jerry Soltys 26

2ND NORTHERN GANNET WITH Raymond Hsu 25

3RD BEAR CUBS Hilarie McNeil-Smith 25

HM GREAT BLUE HERON Robert Bohnert 25

HM HUMMING BIRD FEEDING Robert Bohnert 25

HM KESTREL IN BRUSH Jim Calvert 25

1ST BIKE ANGEL Hilarie McNeil-Smith 26

2ND THE FACE IN THE WINDOW Al Tilson 24

HM BLUE-AND-WHITE Robert Bateman 22

Prints

Pictorial

Artistic Contemporary

Digital Advanced

Pictorial

Nature

Artistic Contemporary

Digital Intermediate

Pictorial

Nature

Artistic Contemporary

Artistic Contemporary

Nature

Pictorial

Digital Beginner
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TROPHY STANDINGS  

November 2009  
 

  

Pradipta Datta 64 Omar Sheikh 66 Hilarie McNeil-Smith 77 Al Tilson 45

Michael Bodimead 63 Marcus Miller 64 Robert Bohnert 74 Hilarie McNeil-Smith 44

Michael Cutmore 62 Bob Warren 63 Raymond Hsu 73 Robbie Robinson 43

Jason Hashimoto 62 Janet Brazier 62 Jerry Soltys 71 Rainer Rothfuss 43

Roseline Marshall 62 Stephen Hill 62 David Simmonds 69 Jerry Soltys 43

Jon Clarke 61 Philippe Lapointe 62 Carol Bohnert 68 Leonie Holmes 42

Nancy McDowell 61 Robert Mongrain 62 Karen Simmonds 68 Ron Manning 42

Kenneth Wan 61 Robbie Robinson 62 Jim Calvert 66 Bruce Peters 42

Beverly-Ann 60 Fred Dixon 61 Kevin White 66 David Simmonds 42

Angela Murphy 60 Alan Gray 61 Susan Grexton 65 Uliana Yaworsky 42

Jennifer Fowler 59 Frank Kuznik 60 Al Tilson 65 Alan Gray 41

Myra P. Jones 59 Linda Wiesner 60 Kay Woollam 65 Myra P. Jones 41

Jack Kozlowski 59 Rafael Fernandes 58 Leonie Holmes 64 Omar Sheikh 41

Sherry Prenevost 59 Suzanne Williams 58 Ron Manning 64 Juri Vosu 39

Shannon Gilmour 58 Bob Bowman 57 Bruce Kennedy 63 Shannon Gilmour 37

Ina Miglin 58 Warren Davis 57 Robert Bateman 61 Marcus Miller 19

Joe Teixeira 57 Rainer Rothfuss 57 Clement doRosario 61

Debbie Fuller 56 Doug Johnston 56 Peter Martin 61

Marilyn Johnston 55 Bruce Peters 56 Rob Kennedy 60

Tom Snow 55 Garry Weiler 56 Janet Martin 60

John Moore 54 Juri Vosu 53 Lisa Husar 59

Don Meaker 53 Sorin Alb 51

Alan Munro 53 Claude Barras 20

Maureen Rodrigues 50

Digital Beginner Digital Intermediate Digital Advanced Prints
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UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS 
{December 2009 and January 2010} 

 

GUEST SPEAKERS 

 
Dec. 3, 2009  

Developing a personal style in your Photography 
Bret Culp is a fine art photographer whose photographs have been shown in solo, 

juried group and special event exhibitions in galleries and museums in Canada, the 
United States and abroad. 

 
Bret will discuss the importance of personal artistic expression in your photographic 

work.  He will help you discover ways to develop and refine your unique vision 

through the thoughts, experiences and examination of his work and images. 
 

 

WORKSHOPS 

 
Dec. 5, 2009:  

Photoshop Layers by Jim Calvert 

 
Jan. 9, 2010:  
Photo Essays by Doug Johnston 

 

SUBMISSIONS 

 
December 17, 2009 for: 

 2nd Club Competition,  

 GTCCC Interclub Competition and  

 Show and Share event 

Rules and guidelines are available at the club website. 

Prints Competition Revision 

Please be aware that there has been a revision to the MCC Prints Competition. 
 

“Prints submitted for competition presentation differ from digital images in that the 
judges, in addition to the central image, take into account the presentation as a 

whole. That is, they take into consideration the physical elements that support the 
image unique to print presentation, such as paper choice, mounting and other aspects 

of print making. 
 

Should the photographer choose to include a matt as part of the artistic 
presentation, the judges will consider this element as an integral element of the 

presentation. 
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The choice to include a matt, or not, is entirely up to the presenter in making an 
artistic statement according to his or her judgement as to what is appropriate in an 

individual presentation” 
 

Also “all work submitted is at owner‟s risk” 
 

Wendy Baillie 
Prints Competition Co-Chair 

 

 

KLIK 

 

Your participation and contributions are welcome – please send your comments and 
suggestions; articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting web sites; images with 

comments etc. to KLIK @ MCCdigital.ca 
 

Submission deadline is Jan 14 for the next issue to be published on Jan 21, 2010.  
 

 
 

OTHER PHOTOGRAPHY EVENTS 
 
Visual Arts Mississauga– 2nd Annual Juried Photographic & New Media 

Exhibition 

The next exhibition will be held from December 8th to 23rd 2009. The entry deadline is 
Nov 21 2009 and full details are available at their website: 

http://www.visualartsmississauga.com/shows.php  

 
Modernist Photographs from the National Gallery of Canada  
On view October 10, 2009 to January 3, 2010 at the Art Gallery of Hamilton.  

Website:  
http://www.artgalleryofhamilton.com/view_entry.php?id=3080235&date=20091010 

 
 

 
  

http://www.visualartsmississauga.com/shows.php
http://www.artgalleryofhamilton.com/view_entry.php?id=3080235&date=20091010
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THE MISSISSAUGA CAMERA CLUB 

Meetings: 

Cawthra Seniors‟ Community Centre,  

1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga 

E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca  

Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
 

President 
Marcus Miller 

Workshops 
Bob Warren 

Membership 
Linda Wiesner 

Past President 
Doug Johnston 

Outings 
TBD 

Communications 
Stephen Hill 

Vice President 

TBD 

Competitions – Digital 

Omar Sheikh 

GTCCC Rep 

Warren Davis 

Secretary 

Bob Bowman 

Competitions – Print 

Jerry Soltys and  
Wendy Baillie 

Social 

Craig Stuart 

Treasurer 
Myra Jones 

Program 
Reg Bindon 

Editorial 
Pradipta Datta 
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